
This interactive online service helps patients better comprehend risks involved in medical 
procedures. IIC incorporates media-rich content, such as interactive videos, diagrams, animations 
and 3D graphics to illustrate procedures and complications that may arise during medical 
procedures.

Includes interactive videos, diagrams, animations, 
and 3D graphics to provide visual understanding of 
the risks
Live chat and video sessions with doctors to 
answer questions
Noti�cations sent to doctor for further discussions
Online patient portal for education and 
communication
Alerts for doctors with information about the 
willingness of the patient to undertake surgery
Alerts system for patients - reminders of upcoming 
operations and completion of educational modules

Highly secure access and management of patient 
data
Course of treatment of patients on timeline
Personalized calendar for Doctors and Patients 
with list of scheduled events
Electronic signature page at the end of training
Quizzes at the end of every module to reinforce 
patient’s understanding
Explanations of incorrect answers to the patients
Doctor, Nurse Admin portals for progress 
monitoring, communication, loading content

FEATURES:

EDUCATIONAL
MODULES

Quizzes included in each educational module 
reinforce material. Patient sees his or her progress and 
can sign informed consent documents in digital form 
or complete a certi�cate. Traditional paperbased IC forms 
are long and explain complicated procedures using 
medical jargon that most patients do not understand. 

PROVIDES INFORMED
CONSENT

Patients often sign forms without carefully reading 
them. This is not legally an ‘Informed Consent’, as the 
patient is not fully aware of the risks involved and is not in 
a position to make an informed decision.
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ADVANTAGES:

GREATER PATIENT SATISFACTION

interactive, computer-based interactive IC process. Such 
satisfaction may translate into higher satisfaction with the 

likely to initiate a law suit.

BETTER UNDERSTANDING
Computer-based visualization of medical procedure 

-
hension of the medical procedure and the related risks.

LESS ANXIETY AND GREATER SATISFACTION
Multiple studies show that patients feel less anxious when 
using interactive informed consent, because information 
is simpler and less overwhelming.

TEST RESULTS TO CONFIRM UNDERSTANDING
Testing patient’s understanding after each major proce-
dure segment assesses level of understanding and can 
trigger follow-up actions.

COMMUNICATION WITH MEDICAL STAFF
Chat and Video sessions allow posting questions to 

-
ship with patient.

INTEGRATION WITH EXISTING ELECTRONIC HEALTH 
RECORDS
This online platform can be integrated with existing 
systems.

CUT PAPER COSTS
Online system reduces paper and storage costs dramatical-
ly. Signed electronic documents are securely stored online. 
New modules and quizzes can be added using built-in 
tools.

ACCESS ANYWHERE
Patient portal provides access anywhere at any time 
through the Internet using tablets or other mobile devices. 
InteractiveCare kiosks can be set up right in the doctor’s 
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